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 一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】 

(2)01. The medication is quite effective; it ______ pain quickly.  

(1) measures (2) relieves (3) defends (4) endures 

(1)02. I had a very ______ week; I burned the midnight oil every night and my child was sick.  

 (1) hectic (2) precious (3) carefree (4) powerful 

(2)03. The ______ in Taipei is convenient. It's easy and fast to travel around the city.  

(1) commerce  (2) transportation (3) delivery (4) postage 

(1)04. As an excellent salesman, Bob knows well how to ______ difficult customers and make sales. 

(1) handle (2) promise (3) excuse (4) criticize 

(3)05. If you work hard enough to win Apple’s contract, you may end up with a ______ and a raise in salary. 

(1) reform (2) specialty (3) promotion (4) departure 

(4)06. Thanks to the progress of technology, our weather forecast has become more ______ than before.  

(1) cheerful (2) remote (3) excessive (4) accurate 

(3)07. The lyrics of the song ______ sweet memories of my childhood and old faces.  

(1) upgrade (2) submit (3) recall (4) cancel 

(4)08. In Taiwan, family size has been ______ over the past few decades as more and more couples wouldn't like to raise 

children.  

(1) bouncing (2) reversing (3) expanding (4) shrinking 

(2)09. Passengers, please remember to take all your personal ______ with you when you leave the airplane.  

(1) affairs (2) belongings (3) facilities (4) profiles 

(4)10. If you don't know the local customs, it is best to act ______ in order not to cause any offence.  

(1)aggressively  (2) mysteriously (3) automatically (4) conservatively 

(1)11. Although we don't agree on this subject, I'm sure we can eventually ______ a solution that we both like.  

(1) negotiate (2) interpret (3) correspond (4) overthrow 

(3)12. When the team lost its sixth game in a row, ______ among the players and the fans was very low. Everyone 

seemed sad.  

(1) barrier (2) caution (3) morale (4) ambition  

(1)13. Under a full warranty, the manufacturer will provide either a replacement or a ______ if they cannot repair the     

product.  

(1) refund (2) grant (3) deposit (4) pension 
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(1)14. However delicious chocolate is, it should be eaten ______ due to its high calories and fat content.   

(1) moderately (2) luxuriously (3) delightfully (4) excessively 

(2)15. Due to the increasing use of more technologically advanced music players, the phonograph has lost its popularity 

and become ______.  

(1) docile (2) obsolete (3) prevalent (4) legitimate  

(4)16. What makes crocodiles so dangerous is that they attack extremely quickly, and they take their ______ under the 

water to drown them.  

(1) visions (2) victories (3) visages (4) victims 

(3)17. The World Health Organization reports that 6 out of 10 deaths today are due to ______ that may be linked to obe-

sity, such as heart attacks, strokes, diabetes, and so on.  

(1) disguises (2) disciplines (3) diseases (4) disputes 

(1)18. The organizers of the cat show have decided to take a break for a few years because of ______ costs and fewer 

entries.  

(1) rising (2) rinsing (3) riddling (4) ringing 

(3)19. Solar prominences, or bright spots on the surface of the sun, and flares, which look like waves bursting into the 

space around the sun, were visible through a ______.   

(1) stethoscope (2) microscope (3) telescope　 (4) periscope 

(2)20. Billy is notorious for his ______ behavior. He often walks through the streets of Taipei muttering to himself and 

stamping his feet.  

(1) ecological (2) eccentric (3) eclectic (4) ecliptic  

 

二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

(2)21. I ______ eat much junk food such as candies and potato chips, but now I only eat healthy food. 

(1) would rather (2) used to (3) had better not (4) may as well 

(3)22. It ______ for the whole week. I wonder when it will stop and if I need to buy a clothes dryer.  

(1) rained (2) was raining (3) has been raining  (4) had rained 

(4)23. Any contestant ______ performance can get over five votes will receive a prize.  

(1) whatever (2) where (3) which (4) whose 

(4)24. You had your hair cut by the hairdresser whom I recommended, ______ you?  

(1) haven't (2) weren't (3) wouldn't (4) didn't 

(2)25. Paying online is a tricky business for consumers who are ______ young to own credit cards. Most have to use a 

parent's card.  

(1) so (2) too (3) than (4) as 

(3)26. Winning a lottery is a rare occurrence. ______ very small.  

(1) A number of winners is  (2) A number of winners are 

(3) The number of winners is (4) The number of winners are 

(1)27. Jack has suffered from a serious cold; he went skiing with his classmates, ______. I'm very worried about him.  

(1) though (2) too (3) instead (4) either 

(3)28. W: Do you prefer parachuting or sky diving?             M: I don't like ______. I hate extreme sports.  
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(1) both (2) none (3) either (4) neither 

(3)29. In order to save endangered species from going extinct, it is necessary that laws ______ immediately to ban     

illegal hunting and destruction of the species' habitat.  

(1) to pass (2) are passed (3) be passed (4) to be passed 

(2)30. According to many education officials, “math phobia” is a widespread problem, ______ must be found.  

(1) a solution to it  (2) a solution to which  (3) which solution (4) and whose solution  

(1)31. When it comes to online dating, ______ you chat before actually meeting each other, the better it will be when 

you finally meet.  

(1) the longer　 (2) the longest (3) the time (4)the length 

(1)32. One survey recently named the bicycle as the greatest invention ever. It received ______ votes as the World Wide 

Web. 

(1) twice as many  (2) twice 

(3) two times as much　  (4) much more 

(4)33. I have perhaps more confidence than Boris that Johnson would win the game, and I believe that I rather than he 

______ right on this occasion.  

(1) were (2) are (3) is  (4) am 

(3)34. All the big names in the fashion world gathered last night at the Sheraton Hotel for the ______ preview of next 

summer's fashions.  

(1) higher-anticipated (2) highly-anticipating (3) highly-anticipated (4) high-anticipating  

(3)35. On January 6 in Mexico, people eat a special cake called Rosca de Reyes. Inside the cake ______ a small plastic 

doll.  

(1) are (2) be (3) is (4) there 

(2)36. ______ in 1968, the survival school teaches its students the techniques for surviving outdoors without tents,  

backpacks, or sleeping bags.  

(1) To found (2) Founded (3) Be founded (4) Having founded 

(4)37. The response to an angry dog would usually be a ‘fight-or-flight’ one. In this situation, the person might 

______ become aggressive or run away.  

(1) both　 (2) as soon as　 (3) neither　 (4) either 

(2)38. One of the best days of my life was the day one of my professors called to say that I ______ to study for a year at 

the University of California, Los Angeles in the United States.  

(1) have accepted  (2) had been accepted 

(3) have been accepting  (4) had being accepted 

(1)39. Research ______ that Information Technology projects often have problems with budgets and deadlines.  

(1) shows (2) showing (3) show (4) shown 

(3)40. Alvin requested that his homestay family ______ both a mother and a father, be native-born, non-smoking,    

middle-class British people, and live near a subway station.  

(1) having  (2) has (3) have (4) had 

    

三、克漏字測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】  
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第一篇： 

Nobody wants a garbage dump near their home. First of all, they usually do not smell very    41    . If the wind is 

from the right direction, you may get that smell at home. Garbage dumps attract lots of    42    , such as flies and mos-

quitoes. Animals    43    rats and mice often come to live in the neighborhood too. A nearby garbage dump may also 

mean you will have    44    trucks on your street all day. And finally, the most serious problem with garbage dumps is 

that they may    45    the drinking water. This does not always happen. But sometimes, the garbage has dangerous 

chemicals in it. Then when it rains, the chemicals enter the water underground and make it unsafe to drink. 

(4)41.(1) awful (2) weird (3) delicious (4) pleasant 

(3)42.(1) pets  (2) fowls (3) insects (4) tourist 

(3)43.(1) except for (2) rather than  (3) such as  (4) full of 

(1)44.(1) noisy (2) expensive (3) tow  (4) pickup 

(2)45.(1) filter (2) pollute  (3) drain (4) exhaust 

第二篇： 

For most people, the arc of their golf swing or tennis stroke is an abstract image. It is something that happens 

   46     too fast for the unaided eye to see. Fortunately, modern athletes have a special tool available –StroMotionTM  

–   47   which to obtain and study an actual, visible record of their movements. But StroMotionTM is not a brand new 

concept.   48    , it's an old idea newly linked to digital video and computer software. StroMotionTM uses processes and 

technology developed by photographic    49   such as Eadweard Muybridge and Harold Edgerton. Muybridge was the 

person who    50    the first photographic sequential motion studies. And Harold Edgerton invented the strobe light, 

which seems to stop even the speediest objects –like bullets –in transit.  

(1)46.(1) much (2) more (3) most　 (4) less 

(4)47.(1) at　 (2) for　　 (3) in (4) with 

(2)48.(1) Nevertheless　 (2) In fact (3) Therefore　 (4) Above all 

(3)49.(1) engines　　 (2) architectures  (3) pioneers　 (4) manufactures 

(2)50.(1) confessed　　 (2) conducted (3) confiscated　 (4) convicted 

 

四、閱讀測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 

More than one-third of the Earth's surface is covered with deserts. This means that a large percentage of the planet 

receives little or no precipitation, such as rain, fog or even dew. As a result, life in these regions is difficult      because 

of the extreme conditions. But these deserts are not completely desolate. Many desert plants have adapted to these con-

ditions and have been able to survive despite the lack of precipitation. 

In dry environments, plant growth is nearly nonexistent on most of the ground covered with dry sand. A majority 

of plants can only exist there in the most favorable settings like those found in an oasis within the desert. Oases are    

created where water tables are just below the surface. The most common plant found there is the date palm. 

Beyond oasis points, plants must depend more on adaptation to survive the lack of water. Cacti, for example, have 

many ways to collect and conserve the little water available to them in arid environments. Some large cacti have        

developed a taproot, which is a long tapering root that grows straight down, to support their bulk and to find water bur-

ied deep beneath the ground. Other smaller cacti use a number of small roots which spread near the surface over a large 

area to collect any water that might fall. 

Like cacti, the most successful desert plants use a variety of adaptive techniques to survive. For example, such 

plants can often store water in stems and leaves. They also frequently remain as bulbs before maturing, which can      
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remain dormant underground for much of the year. In addition, some desert plants use a short growing season and spend 

most of the time in seed form. The important task each of these techniques addresses is water conservation. 

(4)51. What is this passage mainly about?  

(1) Water conservation.　  (2) Life in oases. 

(3) Adaptability of cacti.　 (4) Desert plants. 

(2)52. According to the passage, which of the following statements is true?   

(1) Oases are formed where there is much rain water. 

(2) Most plants can't exist in deserts except near oasis points. 

(3) The environment of oases is unfavorable to the growth of desert plants. 

(4) There are some desert plants that cansurvive without any water. 

(1)53. Which of the following words is closest in meaning to arid in the third paragraph?  

(1) dry (2) sandy　 (3) windy　 (4)s pacious 

(3)54. According to the passage, what is the adaptive technique used by cacti?  

(1) To grow sturdy roots that can endure strong winds.  

(2) To use many small roots to collect water from deep underground. 

(3) To develop a special root system to collect water available to them. 

(4) To increase their size of leaves in order to stand the sun and the heat.  

(3)55. According to the passage, what is indispensable for plants to live in deserts?  

(1) Growing in less windy areas. (2) Having strong taproots. 

(3) Ability to preserve water.　 (4) Adaptability to temperature changes. 

第二篇： 

Athletes are seen as heroes because they can do things that most of us can't do. Some can hit fastballs coming at 

them at 100 miles an hour. Others can jump and hang in the air or throw a ball over a net. They get paid lots of dollars 

for their efforts, and their names and faces appear on everything from running shoes to billboards. Their words are re-

peated and broadcast around the world.  

Athletes who are champions also show personal qualities such as perseverance, dedication, generosity, and the 

ability to keep their cool under pressure. Further, many high-profile players work hard to be positive role models to   

children. They raise money for charities and act as mentors, talking to student groups and volunteering their time to  

programs that help kids stay off drugs and stay in school. Stories about these superstar athletes teach us about working 

hard and being passionate about what we do.  

Still, even the greatest champions have flaws. Just because an athlete has the perfect golf swing doesn't mean he or 

she is the perfect parent, friend, or spokesperson. Evenrich, famous, and successful people get sick and face the same 

problems other people do. They also make mistakes. Separating an athlete's professional and personal life can be tough. 

When a sports star gets in trouble with law, or does something wrong in his or her private life, fans oftenfeel disap-

pointed. Before he died, Mickey Mantle, the great baseball player who had serious alcohol problems, told young ball 

players and the fans who idolized and admired him to “play like me; don’t be like me.” 

(3)56. Why do people consider athletes as heroes?  

(1) They can jump and hit balls. 

(2) They are taller and stronger than ordinary people. 

(3) They can do what many might find difficult to accomplish.  
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(4) Their names appear on a limited number of products. 

(1)57. What do some high-profile players do to be positive models to children? 　 

(1) They help keep children away from illegal drugs. (2) They raise money for their family. 

(3) They volunteer to be school coaches.  (4) They act as primary school teachers. 

(2)58. Why does the author mention Mickey Mantle in the passage?  

(1) He had a perfect golf swing.  

(4)59. According to the passage, what can star athletes teach us about achieving success? 

(1) Find a competent spokesperson.　 (2) Have our faces appear on everything.  

(3) Mix professional and personal life.　 (4) Be enthusiastic about what we do. 

(2)60. What can be inferred from this passage about champion athletes? 

(1) They often donate money to charities.  

(2) People often expect them to be perfect in their personal lives as well. 

(3) They usually develop drinking problems.  

(4) People idolize them because they are usually perfect parents. 

(2) He was a star athlete with flaws. 

(3) He got in trouble with his parents. (4) He felt disappointed in young ball players.  


